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NATIONAL BR” A TY A Corre om on r~

COMPANY, inc

v SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA Building, Radio City, NewYork 20. NY

CIRCLE 7-830.

October 1, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I regret you feel unable at this time to consider our
request to speak later this winter at the Junior Council lecture
series at the Museum of Modern Art.

As it happened, we received an acceptance from Dr.
Tillich today, and we hope that Mr. Thornton Wilder will agree
to appear as well.

Should you have a change of heart and find that a talk
in New York would become possible during the winter, we would
de delighted to see if it could be fitted into the schedule then.

I look forward to our next meeting, wherever and whenever
that may be.

Copdiallw) rom

Co
Robert D. G.

J
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October 2, 1958
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL DEVICES
CHEMICAL PROCESSES

TELEPHONE: FUlton 5-5038
Fulton 5-2438

ELECTRONIC MACHINE Co. Need
802 MARKET STREET

EAST LIVERPOOL. OHIO 0 loben I, 1958
Ore Norbert Wiener
Professor of lathemtics
[Jo Io To
Cambridge, liasse

A ctobher 16568

Deir Dre. Wiener:

Enclosed are several printed copies of a very brief

outline of an idea of mine relating to tae nature of the universe.

Mis hypothesis differs from the proposals of Gamow and Hoyle =~ for one

“hing, this idea suggests an essential role for anti-matter. This function

of anti-matter is entirely different from that offered by lorrison.

[n addition, the enclosed idea gives an explanation for the mutual

recession of gzlaxies and the proportionality between distance of separation

and velocity of recession.

gor

I would apnraciste knowing your comments. There is a

«Jl envelope enclosed for your convenience.

Simply to make the idea a matter of public record during

the International Geophysical Year, a member of Congress printed the

aypoinesis in the Congressional Record on 30 July 1958. Now, in article-

lengtn, I hope to submit it soon to &amp; scientific journal.

Several former professors of mine at 1% I. Te have read

he idea with favorable comments -- thinking it suitable for publication.

Tnis Electronic Jachine Co. is &amp; laboratory set up by ny

brother, a physicist, and by me, &amp; chemical engineer (Course X), for

ine development of new chemical processes and electro-mechanical devicess

hank vou for your helpe

y
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Jrs Norbert Wiener

The Cosmos as an “Explosive Mixture” of Infinite Extent—our Universe as a Propagating Flame in
the Cosmos. by William Stanton Foulks, Jr.

This hypothesis gives an answer to the question of why the galaxies in our universe are receding from each other
at velocities which are directly proportional to the distances of separation. The word, cosmos, is used to mean the
sum total of everything of a physical nature. The word, universe, is used to mean everything of a physical nature from
wirich we could ever hope to receive radiation—evenundertheMOSTidealizedcircumstances.

Several points that must be stated: (a) anti-matter—consisting at least of anti-protons and positrons—appears to
pxist, (b) collisions of anti-matter with normal matter result in instantaneous annihilation of both types of atoms with
the release of energy, and (¢) no evidence has been found to demonstrate that anti-matter would repel normal matter.

The writer's hypothesis:
(1) The cosmos is infinite. It is composed of “gas” at absolute zero. There is no Kinetic energy, and there is no

radiant energy. (our universe is an exception — a small disturbance.)

(2) The gas atoms are distributed with exact uniformity throughout the cosmos. The number of atoms per unit
volume of cosmos is exactly the same at any place in the cosmos. All atems are separated from their nearest neighbors
by precisely the same inter-atomic distance. With an infinite gas and this degree of order, the suggestion is that there
Ss no net force existing in the cosmos even on an inter-atomic scale. Nothing is ionized, and there is electrical neutrality.
There is no movement, and there is no radiation.

(8) Of these absolutely motionless gas atoms, some percentage is anti-matter relative to the others. Perhaps the
lightest isotopes of hydrogen and anti-hydrogen would serve. Other elements and combinations of elements in the
anti and normal forms might be suitable, but they must be entirely stable. Some nuclear particle and its antithesis
might serve if stable.

(4) Such is the initial state which may have existed always. With no beginning, the initial state found it proper
and easy to exist with this symmetry and precision of atomic spacing.

(5) The introduction of radiation, mechanical energy, or some “disturbance” at any part of the cosmos will produce
a collision of a normal atom with an anti-atom. One hopes that one quantum of radiation would suffice. After such a
collision, the radiation released by the annihilation of the atom and anfi-atom will go out in all directions at the speed
of light — causing more annihilation collisions. This effect is self-propagating at the speed of light through the infinite
:08mos- Our universe is such a propagating flame—expandingatthespeedoflightthroughthelimitlessexplosive

mixture

(6) The annihilation reaction is a very rapid reaction. After the annihilation flame-front moves beyond a peint,
one species of atom — either matter or anti-matter — has been almost eliminated at that point. Which survives depends
on which was the major constituent at that point. The surviving atoms now have kinetic and radiant energies.
Local forces can begin to operate—sothecondensationintoclouds, galaxies, and stars is initiated.

{7) The radiation pressure from the highly intense and very rapid annihilation reaction forces the surviving matter
fo fly oulward radially in this propagating spherical explosion. (The early stages are surely spherical.) With a
aniform cosmos, the latent annihilation energy per unit volume of unexploded cosmos is the same at all points. Thus, the
total annihilation energy release increases directly with the cube of the radius (as does the volume) while the area of
the spherical surface increases directly with only the square of the radius. Per unit area on the surface of the sphere,
the total amount of annihilation radiation passing radially outward is thus directly proportional to the radius of the
sphere. So the radial velocity of matter surviving the annihilation reaction is also directly proportional to the
-adius. Hence, we have the galaxies in our universe receding from each other at velocities which are directly proportional
to the distances of separation.

(8) It is possible that there are many expanding flame universes such as ours. Some could be vastly more
ancient than our universe. We and they are expanding toward each other very rapidly through the infinite, primordial
&gt;xplosive mixture. Since there is no radiation in the primordial explosive mixture, it would seem impossible to know
lirectly of it or of other flame universes by radiation-receiving techniques. (Perhaps the contacting of two flame
universes could produce the intense compression needed in Gamow’s cosmology.) Also the annihilation flame-front
ind the brink’s galaxies are expanding away from our galaxy at the speed of light at least. Thus our galaxy is not
receiving intense annihilation radiation. Annihilation radiation from the explosion’s earlier stages has passed away
Irom our galaxy long ago in the elapsed billions of years, The writer offers no reason for the original disturbing of
he explosive mixture.

(The above hypothesis printed at Wilson Printing House, East Liverpool, O., Submitted June 14. 1958 printed June 23, 1958)

ELECTRONIC MACHINE CO., 502 Market Street, East Liverpool, Ohio
Research and Development

Chemical Processes Systems Electronic and Mechanical Devices



Ape CCtober 16,7958

33 West 67th Street
New York 23, N. Y.

6 October 1958

Dear Professor Wiener,

Jason asked me to write to tell you that he's
received the manuscript of the novel and is
reading it now, When he's finished, he'll
write you about it, and about his own plans
too, Meantime, we both send our very best
to you and Mrs, Wiener,

Sincerely,

Wakane op og,
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If CF. "ord A. Spetz would like to becomes
2 student ~ the Mrrsachusetts Institute of

Technology h~ would have to submit an applice
ition to the Admissions Office here, If he
ls interested in studying more mathsmatics
subjects than he has already studied 1t may
be that he cen find schools nearer the area
In which he lives where such subjects would
 ~~ of faerad.,

CTY sincerely yours,

uth Se. Goodwin
ministrative Assistant



October 7, 19088

Miss Diantha Gadzire
Vice President, Student Government
American International College
Springfield, Massachusetts

Dear Miss Gadalre:

I am finding 1% necessary to eliminate from my schedule
ell outside lectures, They have demanded in the past a great
deal of my time and have cut down my ability to do my own
original work, I hope that you will understand,

3irnerely,

Norbert Wiener

NW: mmk



October 7, 1988

Mr. Robert D. Graff
Junior Council of the Museum

of Mndern Av
2l West Bx Rirecet
New Yor Mr York

Deas 7 Groff:

very much my lateness in answering
your le... Now that I have a secretary I am
cleaning up my correspondence, I am finding it
negesaary to conserve my time strictly for research
and other creative work, Therefore I cannot accept
your,kind invitation, I hopé that you will under
stand.

Sir ely,

Noxrbeas bi - -3

Nd smmk
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“mwa a couple 0. your
Ch pr tly from Japan and

ar Fh peas co oy TT neay New York, I
~ been doing Aome more wv» "ing. a novel and a

robentifdo book, Everything = going well with us,
i hope “4% may not be many v~-~~ before either you
visit the United States r= ~~ " -*% Japan again,
Bast r-4 shea tn you and

“rap

PreS, 1 am enr “ter which I received
recently from &lt;“=mar, on will probably agree with
me that there {1 nothing » ean do at this dlstance
and with 1ittle knowledge of ths man and his work,
Do you think 1% is worth your while to get in ocon-
tact with the man? If not, it might be best to
disregard the letter, as any acknowledgment of 4%
would probably involve me in further gorrespondence.
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Ogtober 7, 19568

La Tin+ Skorpen
327 Willow SBireet
Ne+- ' ~~=n, Connecticut

Da- Me, Skorpen:

I am very much honored by the invitation
to speak before tl» Graduate Philosophy Club
but I find that I am unable to fulfill outside
lecturing engagements, It 18 a matter of my
strength and my desire to do new research instead
of appearing agaln and sgailn before the public
on the same toploes.

34 4s

Norbert Wienepy

Nye mmk











Detober 8, 1958

seskoslovenska akademlie ved
Jstav radlotechniky a elektroniky
Praha 13 - Sporilov

Iantlemen:

i have received your invitation to the Segond
Prague Conference on Information Theory, Statistical
Decision Functions and Random Processes, As I was
abroad this summer to a meeting in Italy and as I
spent the whole academle year two years ago abroad,
[ am afraid that it will be impossible for me to
attend your conference, It is a matter of my physical
strength and of the extra expense to which the trip
vould put me. I plan to make my next trip abroad
some time in the late spring or summer of 1860 when
I retire from full-time active service at the Masse
achusetts Institute of Technology and when I shall
ive only one-half time service for a period of some
years thereafter, I hope you will understand that
this decision of mine goes with the best possible
“ishes for the success of your conference,

Sincerely,

Norbert Wiener

Ts mmk



October 8, 1958

Dear Mr. Chvril-—

I have received the copies of the Russian
translation of my book, The Human Use of Human
Beings, and thank vou for sendine “hem,

-
-

Citee

AC Ty
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October 8, 1958

Mr, George Thomas Folster
423 Nikkatsu International Bullding
1, 1-Chome, Yurakucho
Chiyodako, Tokyo, Japan
Dear Mr Folster:

I am afrald that I shall have to bother you
to find out the present state of my publicatlons
in Japan, I have e8 yet recelved personally no
money from any of them, It is possible that
moneys have been sent for the rights of my book
on Cybernetics to Hermonne et Cie. in Paris, who
ere my publishers, I have written to them to
ascertain if my non-receipt of royalties is due
to a tle-up at their end, which is quite possible
a8 I have heard that money has been sent, As soon
a8 I ascertain this I shall let you know, I am
particularly curlous about my two autoblograsphies,
tx-Prodlgy, and I Am a Mathematician, Apparently,
according to Ikehara, there has been some tle-up
withIAmaMathematician,I also would like to
know about The Human Use of Human Beings, which
has appeared in Japan, Houghton Mifflin, my pub
lishers here, have written to my Japanese publisher
a very sharp letter and have received no answer as
yet. Will you let me know if you can do anything
about these matters and also Just what you consider
my arrangements to be with you as to the books for
which you have agency in Japan,

We recall with pleasure our visit to your
“ffine Ain May, 1956. on our way through Japan.

Sincerely yours,

Norbert Wiener

NWmmk
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October 8, 1958

Harmann et Cle,
8, Rne de la Borbonne
Pari: 6. France

Jentlerm-nr-

Since I saw your manager late in June, 1988,
{ Lave not heard from you, except the letter from
your new editor in 1966, I belleve that slnce
then a Jepanese firm, Iwunami Shoten of Tokyo, hae
sbtained from you the rights for the translation
of Cybernetios and h=n sent you the following sums
11 royalties:

119,74
Fr.4”.0656
Fr.25.788

lL:
l -

x

amount paid in advance,
~»ather cover the royalty

the first edition, 2,000 copies,
--=--1ty of the next 500 ooples.

The —~-+-8 of royalty are 8% for the
PAr-~ 7.C00 and 10% thereafter.

Therefore, it appears to me that you muet be in a
position to forward my share of these royalties, The
ract that I have not heard has already caused me a
sertain amount of inconvenience in my relations with
ny Japanese publishers, Would you therefore be kind
Mol 3 to send me a statement of your position, not

merely with respect to the Japanese matter, but with
respect to all further moneys that may have come in
In connection with mv book, Cybernetios,

Bincerely,

Norbert Wiener

 Te mmk



ARTHUR KOFFLER, M. D.

218 BEDFORD STREET

STAMFORD, CONN.

9 October 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
91; Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

For some time now I have been in communication with Governor
Ribicoff of Commecticut who has referred the matter to the Connecticut
State Higway Department, members of which I will meet with on next
Tuesday. The subject of my commication has been the use of the skip
line as a highway lane dividing marker.

Because of the knowledge of feed back mechanism, etc., and
because of what you have expressed on Page 157 in your book on
Sybernetics in Chapter VI, "Gestalt and Universals," I thought it
would be appropriate to ask you for your critical comments on my
thinking. If I may quote from one of my letters to Governor
Ribicoff I think vou would quickly understand the problem.

"The following is my recommendation: That the
skip line as at present constituted and used on
our highways as a lane dividing marker be
abolished. Many of our highways are separated
into lanes by the use of a white line. A great
proportion of these lines in use at the present
time are of the interrupted type, i.e. the skip
lines. It is my considered opinion, based upon
considerable observation and thought, that the
use of the interrupted white divider or skip line
as used on highways is the cause of considerable
unnecessary eye fatigue, and causes eye diversion
and results in visual distraction.

The physioclogical basis for the above expressed
opinion is well established. It is a well known
physiological fact that the peripheral zone of
vision is particularly sensitive to motion; and
it is also a well established physiological fact
that the perception of motion by the retina in
the peripheral zone causes a reflex direction of the



ARTHUR KOFFLER, M. D.

218 BEDFORD STREET

STAMFORD. CONN.

nacular zone of vision to the point of
notion observed in the periphery. The per-
ception by the eye of the interrupted white
line on the road is in the form of apparent
notion and thereby constantly, reflexly, directs
the center of vision towards the interrupted
line, This constant repetition of motion re-
sults in severe ocular fatigue and diverts the
motorists attention away from other important
slements of traffic. You can readily understand
therefore, how to a motorist who is tired, driving
juring the night, the above hazard can be the
 i fference between safety and tragedy."

I hope that the State of Connecticut will show national
leadership and go along with my idea of abolishing the skip line as
oresently used, not only in Commecticut but throughout the country.
I believe that if it is done we will lessen the hazards of driving
sspecially at night by an increment which though we may never be
able to definitely measure, is nevertheless important.

[ would very much appreciate hearing from you on the above.

rp Y age a ——

ArT

AKsafr



PORTLAND STATE COLLEGE
1620 S.W. Park Avenue

Portland 1, Oregon

Jetober 1C, 1S58JFFICE OF PUBLIC SERVICES

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Professor Mathematics
Jassachusetts Institute of Technology
sembridee 20, Mascachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Portland Stete College would like to invite ycu to be a
guest speaker on its 1958-50 Lecture Series, Cur science denartment,
neaded by Dr, Thurman Peterson, has strongly urged that we try to
&gt;btsin your services,

The scries, instituted last year, was planned to give people
in our community the advantage - »~~~*"mo varthwhils e--~T-npg in selected
areas, It has been so extremely well reresivel thet wy ©~1 confident we

are meeting a need in this community, Alre.-.y bool~'d thie year are:
James Reston, Dr, Henry Steele Commager, Dr, Vargaret M-=~d, Stephen
Potter, the Right Honorsble Anthony Nutting and Dr. Loren Eirfeley,

We sre prepared to pay your expenses nlus a small honcrarium,
Jur time ie fair- flevible. although we would prefer sometime in January
yr Mav if this is noscibir

Dr, Peterson has asked us to extend t» vou »*- versonal
invitetion alcne with his regarde.

We hope you will be able to accept our invitation sand
vill hear from you soon, Ue feel confident that we could arrange
ipesking engagements in the Northwest if vou so desire.

Anes=ely,

NG\ - INA

Howard R, Clishanm
Director
“iblic Services

! La A

that we

for other

~~
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October 10, 1958

Professor Ernst P, Bllleter
Jrnlversltat Freiburg
[nstitut fur Automation und
betriebliche Verizhrensforschung
Gundeldingerstrasee 139
Basel, Switzerland

Desr Professor Bllleter:

 am very happy to hear that you plan to
viiciv the United States, and would be pleased
to address your group either in German or English
vhen you reach Cambridge.

 a py T haet wiashen for 2 gune~~gful tour,

Sincerely,

Norbert Wiener

*mmk

ap



October 10, 1958

M, Toullee
Hermann et Cle,

&gt; Pa de la Sorbonne
eeF.Prance¥y -

or
to.

A “a

« have Just recelved your account of the 24th
of September, This glves no account of any sales
of translation rights abroad, I have been informed
by my Japanese golleagues that you have received
sertaln sums cf money for the right of translation
into Japanese and I presume there may be other such
rlghts that were sold, I should like an sogounting
of my share of the proceeds of these sales, and to
shat countries you have granted translation rights.

321aa0 on Ye

Norbert Wiener

We mink



October 11, 1958

Dear Norbert,

I think the novel is vastly improved and with only a little further
editorial work, particularly on the dialogue and in the episodes
concerning Helen Deacon, will turn out to be a good, publishable book.
The immmediate difficulty, however, where I am concerned,is that my
own plans are not yet settled and though I hope that within two weeks
they will be, I can't really be sure, Nor can I in this letter give
you a very meaningful account of what thisgettlement is likely to be,
My situation is in some ways as complicated as the one Gregory James
created- perhans even more complicated, Whatever the outcome, however,
I will shortly be back in the publishing business, either on my own
or in connection with an existing company and when I am I should like a
chance to publish the novel, On the other hand, if I go in with an existing
company I can't guarantee that my colleagues to be will necessarily agree
to publish the novel even though I may recommend it highly, I have every
hope that they will, but with the future as uncertain as it is, I can
of fer you, at this time, only a strong probability and my own conviction
that™fhovel is good and certainly deserves to appear.

By current standards, the novel is, to say the least, out of the ordinary,
80 much so that its virtues may come through obscurely to conventional
readers, But its virtues are considerable and in its way the novel is one
of those moral tales, more or less abstractly told, that belong to the
main line of American literature, I don't want to overstate the case, ¥ou
are not, obviously, a novelist to rank with Hawthorne or Melville nor is there
nuch to be said for the originality of your literary technique; but you have
xritten a moral fable of considerable dignity and skill, and you should be
oroud of ite.

I wonder if you would agree to give me a few weeks- perhaps a month- to work
on the manuscript and make whatever suggestions seem appropriate, I would
also like some of my colleagues- those that might join me if I go into business
on my own- to read it. At the end of that time I would like to publish it if
I am in a position to do soe If not, I will recommend another publisher to
you and pass it along to him, with your approval, In any case, the manuscript
7ill require at least a few weeks of editorial work on my part and perhaps
an equal amount of time thereafter on yours. The character of James comes
through very well and you have done a good job with his surroundings. I
jon't think you have got into Dominguez as deeply as you might, and you have
not made Fairview as substantial as it needs to be, But I think I can suggest
nays to help, The subsidiary characters- Woodbury, Williams and Albright- are
fine, though I think you miss a good opportunity for irony and pathos in not
doing more with the two funerals- Woodbury's and Dominguez', One solution
night be to let James recollect the Woodbury funeral in some detail as he
attends the Dominguez eulogy. But these are technical matters and can be
handled without much more work on your part, if you tell me to proceed with
ny suggestions,

As for the Doubleday situation, I'd let matters rest for now, Doubleday does
not need your $500 and in the meantime it has the first draft of the inventions
ok in hand.



Why not cross this bridge when you come to it.

ith best wishes to you and Margaret,

Urs

 ose
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job hinting - Job found.
Mirst meeting with Helen Deacon
wost job at Cromer
jained employment with Williams and Albright
reneral orientation at Williams and Albright
etter from Dominguez at Fairview College
Two weeks later = Visit to Fairview College
"first introduction to engineering intrigue
[hree months of computation
3ix months of manufacturing
[hree months living on the dredger
"erence to James! having been employed at Williams
and Albright for three years
1iddle of June, 1908 - ten day trip on the Islander
’iston and Rudder Society - Woodbury.
Terasgio with Helen and vovage home.



THE UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
(University of Vermont and State Agricultural College)

BURLINGTON, VERMONT

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department of Political Science

Prof, Norbert Wdiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Jambridege, Massachusetts

Technology

quasars bey phone

October 12, 1958

Dear Prof. Wiener:

The Vermont Conference, an organization of the University
of Vermont, takes pleasure in inviting you to be the
principal speaker at it annual meeting in Abril, 1959.

Ine purpose of the Vermont Conference is to acquaint the
Student body with methods and theories which are not yet
he subject of general undergraduate instruction.

The topic for the 1959 Conference is "New Directions."
Ne feel that you have given many new directions in your
orofession and life. We would be grateful if you could
tell us a little of vour nurvose and your work.

The Conference has a small budget and we feel that we
should like to pay you, if at all possible, your usual
Fee,

May we glve youarineonWednesday,October15.ata .
juarter past two? We should welcomeanyquestionsthat
vou may wish to put to us at that time,

Yours truly,

v ’ “2, zr

Cecelia G. Meloney
Co-Chairman

~ 5 A a ;

Leroy Meshel
Co-Chairman

awd ptberg
Raul Hilbery
Faculty Advisor
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SFOLSTRER TOKYO?

EA TYRES TAY TIEDHEE Vg no?

October 14, 1958

Mr, Norbert Wiener,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,
Cambridee 39, Mass.

Dear Mr, Weiner:

Thank you for yours of October 8, 1958.

We discontinued our literary agency about eighteen

{18) months ago and transferred your two books (EX-PRODIGY

and I AM A MATHEMATICIAN) to Charles E. Tuttle Co., 15,

idogawa-cho, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, with your agent's (Simon &amp;

Schuster Co. and Doubleday Co.) permission.

Ne will transfer your letter to Charles E., Tuttle Co.

and we are sure you will hear about the present state of

your publication in Japan from them in the near future.

fours truly,

GTF/ey
cc: Charles E. Tuttle Co.

a [aR
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Dr. Arthur Xoffler
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Dr. Arthur roffler
Oatober “4, 1958
Pagan Thun

[I should expect that the “err would depend
not only on the r=t~ =~ © aght enl dark
but on the regular’ty Th Nn other words, I
should expeot that ~~ Jlicker, set v1 ray of ten slter-
nations per second, thich because ny the slpha rhythm
1s likely to be one of the disturbing alternations would
be much greater if the frequency were precisely ten per
segond rather than a band of frequencies near ten per
second, In other words I should expect that an irregu-
larity of the intervslas between white and the next white
Jould mitigate the effect, As to the relation of the
frequency of the flicker with the length of the aslternat-
lons and the speed, when a car ii going 60 mlles per hour
the dangerous interval would be in the order of nine feet,
This 1s probably not too far from the interval which one
actually finds on the road, At slower speeds this interval
would be shorter, However this hss to do with the disturb
ence of the alpha rhythm of the normal person, whereas the
fregqueneter~ diaturbance to the ~ileptle zre probably more
1iF~ly 7 7-77 this, Thus, . §~ rerlly possible that
n wm ~Mtlec tendencies driving Inst along the

"wouble beacause of these lines.
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October 15, 1958

Mr, Eric Schaal
Hotel Splendid
Zurich. Switrerland

Depa~— °° | a PE PR

I thank you very much for thinking of me in connection
with your book, but I would rather beg off the whole business,
I have always been extremely skeptloal of lists of leading
this and leading that and to be put in one places me in an
invidious position, This is particularly the case when I
am asked to cooperate in furnishing material for a book of
this sort, There ls no way in which I can dothls without
tacitly sccepting and particlpating in a claim to some
sort of priority and status and there is no way to particl-
sate in such a claim without voluntarily making a show of
oneself, I have always had the most skeptical opinlon of
honors in science and have considered that on the whole,
they do more harm than good, For this reason, I have been
nore than sparing in my acceptance of these, particularly
In such cases as they involve evaluation by other than my
s0-workers in fields in which I am interested, The maint-
enance of a structure of publicity relations goes inevitably
vith the acceptance of such honors and I have found that
this maintenance demands a large part of the energy which
[ can 111 spare at my age. It will not do to consider that
my sending a plcture to you will close the demands made on
ne, For the very fact that I have answered your request
would be an indication to others that I am open to further
requests of the same sort or of related sorts, I hope you
will understand my position and not regard what I have
taken as a settled policy in self defence as mere churle
lshness on mv port-

3incerely yours,

Torhert Wiener

 NW $s mmk
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October 17, 1958

Mr, M, R, Thomas
No. 8 Heyworth Street
Bacup, Lancashire,
Lngland

Dear Mr, Thomeso:

Professor Wiener thanks you for your interest in
nis book, Cybernetics, You will bc able to secure a
sopy from Chapman and Hall, 37 Essex Street, London,
VeCole

Sincerely,

Margeret M, Eruger (Mrs,)
Secretary to
Professor Norbert Wiener

J mmk



Myagala, 18 Det, BS

“ear "refessor Wiener,

We have now se* dawn “ Usnsas

new apartment, larger and with censidera™'y more gadgets than our place

in Cambridge. The gov't of Sweden has full resnonsihility for the

honging suwnly for all citizens. Private profit is heing taken cut of

housing, though actual constiructicn is hy »rivate contractors, some of

which we can see {ro our window. There secms to be a coparatively high

degree of snccessful socialization here. "ecple are mighty careful about

subletting apts mere bectuse there is a law forbidding eviction of any

secupant whe has ne lace to move into. 4 new telern cre is extensive to

install, hut you can inherit cne from your father, Swedes seem te tale

ontdocr exercise guite serigusly., "tere are beautiful forests quite near

town and yon can alwawrs sce cress—covntry runners racing alenz the paths.

zhe Tast Sunday Darbara and I saw a group of high school girls running

un steep hills Just for the health of it.

I have alreacy found scme curious results on inter—

polation in the uwvit circle with bound ed analytic funciions, and am

learning something ¢f the Scandinavian brand of analysis. Lennart Carlescn

who was at Tech last fall is the most active analyst here and has inter-

ests in statistical mechanics and information theory. A small hock on

the kinetic thecry of gases, based on a manuscript of Carleman's, annear-

ed recently. It contains among cther thinge an interesting proof of a

version of the Il-theorem; it is essentially; a study #f the Boltzmann

integro-differential egnation under conditions near equilibrium, or

under conditions of spatial homogeneity. Most of the editing was dene

by Carleson.

I realize that I left BIEN PIR 1102 book in

a state that is very likely improvable, as I have not seen clearly

through the problems we discussed early in August in New Hampshire.

“hat is written down is correct, but it contains assumptions in addition

to the ones you have emphasized. I am uneasy about this.

The following, possibly interesting, problem arose in

the analysis sevinar recently:



issume 1, f{::) is a bounded measurable function on the line

2. for t belonging to a certain non-empty set E,

exists,

Then I(t); © for at most a countable set of t's. (This follows

From a lemma cf Rierpinski's on Dorel sets together with your

iletermination of the quadratic variation of the Fourier-3tieltjes

transformofafunction of bounded variation.) Now sunnose I(t) #
for t= ty, the Is it then true that
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Uf course . should be delighted to hear from you about

any matter, scientific or otherwise, that should arise. Especially

how your mathematical-physical theories are develoving. I trust

they are thriving.

Barbara and I like to recall our most interesting and

pleasant visit with you and Mrs. Wiener in N, H. which now seems

so far away. We send you both our very best wishes and regards.



HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS

EMERSON HALL

ZAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

October 19, 1958

Dear Professor Wiener,

It gives me great pleasure to extend to you formally
the invitation you kindly accepted orally last Tuesday in
Emerson Hall to address the Social Relations Graduate Collo-
quium on the social applications and implications of your
work in Cybernetics and related fields. We suggest one of
the three following dates for your appearance: December 10,
December 17 or January 8, 1959--whichever is most convenient
for you. Should all of these dates prove inconvenient for
you we should be happy to have you suggest a date, preferably
during the first half of December or the first ten days of
next January, when you could appear.

The meeting will begin at 8:30 PM in one of the
common rooms of the new Graduate Center on Everett Street
and we suggest that your opening remarks should last
approximately forty-five minutes. Following your presenta-
tion there will be &amp; question and discussion period after
which refreshments will be served and there will be opportu-
nity to continue discussion informally. I should also men-
tion that yéur audience will consist predominantly of people
without advanced mathematical training (anthropologists,
psychologists and sociologists) although some mathematical
statisticians and mathematicians will doubtless be Present.
We hope that, as far as is possible, you will take account
of this fact in your remarks.

The Colloquium Committee also invites you to dine
with it prior to the meeting, at seven o'clock at the Har-
vard Faculty Club on Quincy Street. Perhaps it would be
most convenient for the Committee to meet you at the Club
at that hour, but here agdgin we will abide by your wishes.

I look forward to hearing your decision on the



HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS

EMERSON HALL
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS

precise date of your apn-~rance and thank you once again
for your kindness.

Sincerely yours,

Richard Greenbaum,
Chairman, Social Relations

Graduate Colloguium

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

&gt; r
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THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

2 EAST 103 STREET, NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

TELEPHONE TRAFALGAR 6-8200

Cotober 20, 1958

Dear Norbert:

Thank you very much for your

letter of October 8th. Much as I

regretted your decision, I do see

your warrant for making it.

When vou arc next in New York

~~
Ao 2* me see you.

Cordially yours,

er

-g 3

0 + M.D L

Dr. Norbert
Department .

Massachusetts
Caiabridge 39,

fener
Tathematilcs
stitute of Technology
MaSS

[aur of 2 ¥ / 35 €
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO 37 + ILLINOIS

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

October 22,1058

Professor lobert Wiener

Cambridge 39, llasse

Dear Professor Wiener:

1 wonder whether you will be kind enough to give me
your opinion on the enclosed paper by Dr,T.T.Wu. I was asked
to transmit the paper to the Journal of Applied Mathematics
and liechanics (Indiana University) for publicatione I will
mich appreciate, if you could tell me whether the paper has
sufficient merit to be published.

Yith best regards and thanks,

Sincere’ T yours,

ee i-
[ 5m 9)
S.S.Chern

3 v4.
”Jog



ASHLEY T.CoOLE
COUNSELOR AT Law

30 EAST 42%° STREET

New YORK IZ NY

Will Dr. Wiener kindly favor me with a

few lines of his handwriting and his signature on

the enclosed card, to add to a very noteble col-

lection of autogreph letters,

I would grestly appreciate his sympathetic

consideration of this reguest

Respdctifully,

October twenty-second,
Nineteen hundred znd fifty-eight

LTA CIN



UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.

October 23, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department VM +hematics
Massachuse: titute of Technology
Cambridee © “yusetts

Degr D»-°  -

+ am wrios
&gt;f this lettcer

 you somewhat hesitantly, since the purpose
&gt; guite frankly to ask a favor.

Last summer, at the conference at the Ram's Head Inn
you told me about your forthcoming book on "Random functions
and non-lineer processes". I said then that this would be
axcellent material for a seminar that I am conducting this
school year at the University of Virginia, and you told ne
that you would be willing to let me have an extra set of the
proof sheets when they came out. Since 2ll this was purely
verbal and was just part of a conversation in the highly
active setting of the conference, it occurs to me that it
would be entirely natural if this would have slipped your mind.
consequently, I am writing you this letter as a refresher of
memory, and as an indication that if and when the proof sheets
become available, I would very much like to get hold of them.

 VY ~3r=~ gincer-"-

She
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
TROY, NEW YORK

OFFICE OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS dctober 24, 1958

Dr. Norbert Welner
Professor of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Weiner:

[t is most Interesting and provocative to observe the way in which you
arrive at the suggestion that man 1s providing a small enclave in the
aniverse against the forces of chaos. Other sensitive and thoughtful
seople have Intuitively reached the same conclusion.

One of these was Thomas Hardy who, in the Return of the Native, remarks
about man's futile struggle against the heath. Through hard, unremitting
soil a farmer was able to carve out an orderly garden from the wildness
&gt;f the heath but after a while when he became tired or sick, the heath
reasserted itself in another victory of entropy over order.
Jerman Melville in Moby Dick expresses the same 1dea in an elaborate
allegory. And the story of the Creation 1n Genesls, describing the
oringing of order out of chaos starts out, "In the beginning was the
Jord..."

four observation that man's power of communication 1s the one thing that
narks him as being different from all other forms of life is another way
of saying that "man is a little lower than the angels." Thus on per-
fectly sound mechanistic and scientific grounds, you help man to raise
ais view of himself.

Although the concept of entropy 1s almost synonymous with the concept of
cragedy, the conclusions to be drawn from your discussion are by no means
pessimistic. Personally I found them very much to the contrary. They
rave me a sense of dignity and a sense of faith.

I have been reading the Human Use of Human Belngs because we here at
lensselaer have been studying the problem of the transferral of ideas
from the mind of the teacher to the mind of the student, and we have been
Investigating the various technological ways of bringing this about. You
indicate that we should give a much higher place to the concept of feed-
pack. Up to now I am afraid we have been giving it lip service but we
naven't really bullt it in to too many of the educational experiments
chat we have been undertaking. It 1s an integral part of one teaching
cechnique, and the data we have on this technique so far is encouraging.



Mr. Norbert Welner October 24, 1958

Your concept of loss in any given communication 1s also important. But
here I would llke to ralse one question. Your book 1s not easy for the
average person to read. Because of 1ts importance, would it be possible
in future editions to try to overcome some of the loss that must now be
taking place between the sender and the receiver?

Sincerely

lichard W. Schmelz
Jeneral Secretary
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BOOKSELLERS &amp; PUBLISHERS ~ “BOOKS TO SPAN THE EAST &amp; WEST?”

Address in U.S.A.

ais muss CHARLES E. TUTTLE COMPANY
Cable:Tuttbooks

Telephone:Prospect 3-8930
Established 1832

15 Edogawa-cho, Bunkyo-ku. Tokyo, Japan
Cable:Tuttbooks

Telephone: o¢2-7107

Reply to Tokyo Oilice Tokyo, October 27, 1958

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Weiner:

Reference is made to vour letter of Cctober 8th to
Mr. Folster and his reply to you of October 1lhth, 1958
concerning the status of the Japanese translations of your
publications.

Re: EX-PRODIGY
Japanese language edition

The Japanese publisher of this edition, Masu Shobo, was
already out of business when this account was turned over to
us. We regret that nothing further can be done about this
nase.

Res TI AM A MATHEMATICIAN

We sent an up-to-date statement on this book to Doubleday
% Company with our covering letter of September 16, 1958, Wo
doubt vou have heard from them on this matter.

Re: THE HITMAN USE OF HUMAN BEINGS

We do not appear to have any records on this account. We
are asking Mr, Folster to enlirhten us on this and will let
you know further about this.

Sincerely yours,

Wb ogo
Bruce Rogers
Manager

YK:ts



Zharles E. Tuttle Company

15 Edogawa-cho, Bunkyo-ku

Tokyo, Japan
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Mr. Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
U. S. A.
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FOR THE ST. JOHN'S
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RICHARD F. CLEVELAND
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ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE

Annapolis, Maryland
October 27, 1958

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Mvy dear Dr. Wiener:

Let me set down the facts which I outlined briefly to you on the

telephone this morning. I hope that the significance of the con-
ferences which we plan will persuade you to make an exception
to vour decision to remain in Cambridge throughout this vear.

Curtis Wilson, who became dean of the College this fall, pro-
posed you as the best qualified person to do a lecture on the

'Revolution in Man's Labor', Wilson said that he enjoyed an
ocean crossing with you some eight years ago and that you dis-
cussed the St. John's program critically and constructively at
that time. It is now twenty-one years since we began this all-

required program, and we are anxious through these convoca-
tions to stress mathematics and the laboratory sciences as
liberal arts and as contributors to the development of the liberally
educated person.

The occasion for the convocations is the completion of the Francis
Scott Key Memorial Hall, a six hundred-seat auditorium, and of
Mellon Hall, our new laboratory building. Five special events
are planned. The first will be the dedication ceremony itself at
which President Eisenhower will speak. The second will be a

musical week when Ralph Kirkpatrick, the harpsichordist, is
here for a series of concerts and seminar discussions, December
l - 6. The third event will take place the last week in January
when we stage the first American production of Monteverdi's
Orfeo in the Francis Scott Key Memorial Auditorium.

The fourth event will be a convocation on the general theme of

"The Scientist as Philosopher", February 26 - 28. For this we

project three lectures: (1) '"Science as the Handmaiden of
Politics'', by Lloyd Berkner; (2) "Science in Conflict with
Morality ?'", by Richard Niebuhr; and (3) "What Is Science as
Philosophy?',byHarrisonBrown. Finally, we plan a convoca-
tion on April 9 - 11 on "Man's New World" with lectures on:

page one --



Dr. Norbert Wiener

page two
October 27. 1958

(1) "The Revolution in Man's Labor", by you, we hope; (2) "Man's
Genetic Future', by George Gaylord Simpson; and (3) "Planetary
Politics'',

It is our tentative thought that the first lecture would be given on a
Thursday evening in each case, followed by a panel discussion on
Friday morning to include invited guests and members of our own
faculty. The second and third lectures would be given on Friday
afternoon and evening. A further panel discussion would follow on
Saturday morning. It is our hope and that of the Danforth Foundation,
which is underwriting the cost of the convocations, that the sessions
will prove to be really significant ones and that the calibre of the lec-
tures and of the discussions will warrant publication in the summer of
1959,

We are prepared to offer you an honorarium of $500 together with your
travel expenses and, of course, hospitality to you and your wife while
you are here in Annapolis.

I hope that the idea will appeal to you. We have spent considerable
time and thought in trying to choose just those men who we feel can
make a really significant contribution as we seek to explore together
the role of scientist as philosopher.

Most IS
Richard D. Weigle /
President

™ mas 6/30/65 @7



child study association of america
132 EAST 747TH STREET, NEW YORK 21, N.Y. ¢ BUTTERFIELD 8.6000 / MRs. CLARENCE K. WHITEHILL, PRESIDFNT ¢ A D. BUCHMUELLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

October 28, 1958

Dr, Norbert Wiener
lassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Dr, Wiener:

The Conference Planning Committee of the Child Study Association
&gt;f America is in the process of developing the program for the
1959 Annual Conference, which is to be held on Monday, March 16,
here in New York City. We would like to extend a special invi-
tation to you to be guest speaker at the luncheon session, which
is the focal point of the all-day meeting,

Enclosed is a copy of the first draft of the Conference thene,
as envisioned by the Committee, There are three speakers sched-
uled for the morning session: Dr, Barbara Biber, of Bank Street
College, will approach the subject from the point of view of early
childhood; Dr, Victor Rosen, psychiatrist of New York, whose ap-
proach will be the application of these questions to the adolescent
years; and we have invited Dr, Weston LaBarre, Associate Professor
of Sociology and Anthropology, Duke University, to address this
session from the point of view of the cultural factors involved.

In your book, "The Human Use of Human Beings,” you state "any
use of a human being in which less is demanded of him and less
is attributed to him than his full status, is a degradation and
a waste.” We would be privileged to have you address the Con-
ference from your own particular point of view, within the frame-
work of the theme as expressed in the enclosed statement.

The afternoon session will be devoted to a panel discussion in
which the speakers of the day, with the assistance of an able
moderator, will have an opportunity to discuss some of the more
practical and explicit questions involved, in an informal, give
and take manner,

The Child Study Association of America is a national, tax exempt
organization whose primary concern is the mental health of our
country's children, Its program focuses upon the study of
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child development and influence of parent-child relationshins;
methods of parent education, particularly through parent dis-
cussion groups; training of professional persons who work with
parents and families; and the publication of material for par-
ents and persons who work with parents, The Annual Conference
is traditionally one of the most important events of the Asso-
ciation's year. Approximately 1,000 to 1,500 people register
for the all day meetings, I hope you will not think it pre-
sumptious to say that the Association offers a platform from
which your ideas will reach a vast audience of thoughtful com
munity people. The Conference papers are published in our
quarterly magazine CHILD STUDY, and the event regularly re-
ceives extensive news coverage.

The Planning Committee, made up of members of our staff and
Board, joins me in extending a most sincere invitation to
participate in this meeting. An honorarium of $100, plus
expenses, will be provided for our speakers.

Since we are anxious to formulate final plans for the program
as soon as possible, we would appreciate an early reply from
you, with the hope that it will be in the affirmative.

Sincerely yours,

 ot: Ws

A, D., BUCHMUELLER
Executive Director

ADB/r
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October 28, 1958

Dr. Iago Galdston
The New York Academy of Medicine
2 East 103 Street
New York 29, New York

Dear Iago:

I received your letter of the 20th. 1
rm glad that you understand the reason for ny
action, I am very much interested in what you
have in your paper and shall reed it thoroughly.
Also, the next time I am in Few York I will do
my best to get in touch with you as I value
very much your friendship and your advice.

Sincerely yours,

Norbert Wiener

TW 2 mmk
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B’NAI B’RITH HILLEL FOUNDATION
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

317 MEMORIAL DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS Phone: UN 4-6900, Ext. 2982

RABBI HERMAN POLILACK
ADVISER

October 30, 1958

Professor Norbert Wiener
Building 2-276
MeI. Ts

Dear Professor Wiener:

In addition to the letter of thanks that you will
receive from the Hillel students, I wish to add my
appreciation for arranging your busy schedule to speak
the students on phases of the novel that you have just
written. By the use of historical incidents, which you
fictionalized, you made them aware of the problems that
they will no doubt encounter at one time or another and of
their responsibility to assume a moral position in their
daily life. You provided us with a most meaningful
experience, and I therefore thank you for sharing with us
your vast knowledge and profound insights of the concerns
of man and society. You also helped the students understand
the implications of their heritage in relation to ethical
questions.

to

I trust that the good wishes conveyed during the kiddush
over the Sabbath wine expressed in some small manner our
esteem and affection for you. We are fortunate to have you
as a friend and well-wisher.

With our kindest regards, best wishes, and cordial
greetings to you and Mrs. Wiener, I remain as ever,

Sincerely yours,

Shalom!
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